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ABSTRACT- The main objective of this paper is to determine the value of financial feasibility analysis as an academic study of mini-cranes 
made by researchers, so that it can be used by the community, case studies on Wangiwangi Island, Wakatobi Regency. We conducted a 
financial feasibility analysis of the mini-cranes from the design and assemblies of researchers to test the feasibility value, so that it can be 
used by the community. The results of the study recommend that the mini-crane designed by the researcher is very feasible, both 
mathematically and non-mathematically to be used, mobilized to Wangiwangi Island, Wakatobi Regency. The limitation of the study is that it 
cannot provide a very detailed and complete description, and only presenting screenshots of the results of data analysis both by hand or 
manually and by spreadsheets can clearly appear in this paper. This paper focuses on mini-cranes from the design and assemblies of 
researchers, so that it can be used by the community, so it is necessary to conduct a financial feasibility analysis before launch. 

Keywords: Mini-crane, Concrete-pump, Financial feasibility.

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION 
oncrete is a part of the construction that is very widely used 
in infrastructure development [1], this is because concrete is 

very easy to make, formed and uses local materials, only cement 
materials are made in the factory. 

Concrete is part of construction that is widely used for 
infrastructure development because concrete is easy to work on 
and the price is relatively cheaper than steel and resistant to 
natural influences, this is according to the opinion [2] as follows: 
"Conventional concrete consists of Portland Cement, aggregate 
course, fine aggregate, sand, and water. This type of concrete is 
very common and can be produced locally using a simple method. 
Concrete is a very important material and is widely used to build 
various infrastructures such as bridges, highways, dams and other 
urban infrastructure. This makes concrete, in terms of quantity, 
the most widely used material for humans after water". 

In the government policy of the Republic of Indonesia, there is 
a so-called Construction Expansion Index, this regulation is useful 
for measuring the level of construction cost in an area in 
Indonesia, then it will be used to determine the value of the annual 
budget from each region in Indonesia [3]. To determine the 
construction cost index will be determined using a two-method 

approach, first by using the input method approach, which 

records all the important materials used combined with wages 
and equipment rent according to their respective weights, second 
with the output price approach, where construction will measure 
by its selling value. Both of these approach methods each have 
advantages and disadvantages, but the Indonesian government 
uses an input approach, this includes overhead, while the output 
approach incorporates management costs and contractor profits. 

The use of alternative methods or new methods in concrete 
casting work in remote areas is very helpful, although using 
simple equipment, appropriate technology, small scale, can move 
quickly, cheap investment costs, use local spare parts and can be 
made and operated by the local community using simple 
equipments will be more effective and efficient [4]. 

Appropriate Technology rarely explains it, the word is not 
purely from the technology itself, it is true that Appropriate 
Technology means that the technology used is very simple, but the 
word comes from economics that has nothing to do with 
technology, the word came from an economist from Germany 
named EF Schumacher. This German writer has written the book 
"Small is Beautiful", believes that "small businesses will 
increasingly contribute strongly in the future for the prosperity of 
a nation" [5]. 

That Appropriate Technology starts from the small can be 
useful and contribute in the future to the prosperity of a nation. 
On the other hand, Appropriate Technology is also growing 
rapidly in addition to the use of high technology. Appropriate 
Technology by [6] in his book entitled "Appropriate Technology 
for Sustainable Living" says what is Appropriate Technology but 
still Schumacher's book is used to explain and summarize the 
philosophy of Appropriate Technology in his book, Small Is 
Beautiful (1978 ) where he describes the central doctrine of 
Appropriate Technology as (a) simple, (b) small scale, (c) low cost, 
and (d) without violence. The US Office of Technology Assessment 
has perfected these principles by describing Appropriate 
Technology as (a) small scale, (b) saving energy, (c) 
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environmentally friendly, (d) labor intensive, (e) controlled by the 
local community, and (f) sustainable at the local level. [6] also says 
about the definition of Appropriate Technology that can be 
defined as "intentional formation of matter, energy, and processes 
to meet needs". Technology and design processes are closely 
interrelated, for the creation of all artifacts, environments, and 
man-made systems is the result of deliberate activity by the 
designer, whether he is an architect, a farmer, a housewife, or a 
child. The design, whether we choose to call it or not, is around us. 
Actually what is the purpose of Appropriate Technology, still in 
his book [6] says that "Designers work in a variety of obstacles, 
and trade-offs are always involved. First, there are broad goals 
determined by society or by business plans: increased 
productivity; greater market share; higher level of employment; 
more interesting community; etc". And the next goal is to be more 
clear and detailed then; "In its most basic sense, the right 
technological goals represent the basic human and social values 
that we hope for everyone." 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Concrete casting is a very important job, this work must be carried 
out properly, to obtain the highest quality concrete quality. It is 
strongly recommended by Concrete casting is a very important 
job, this work must be carried out properly, to obtain the highest 
quality concrete quality. It is strongly recommended by  [7] that 
"we know the properties of fresh concrete mixtures and now we 
must look at practical ways of producing fresh concrete and 
placing it in forms so that it can harden into structural or building 
material: hardened concrete, usually referred to only as concrete. 
The sequence of operations is as follows. The right amount of 
cement, aggregate, and water, maybe also from a mixture, is 
stacked and mixed in a concrete mixer. " that "we know the 
properties of fresh concrete mixtures and now we must look at 
practical ways of producing fresh concrete and placing it in forms 
so that it can harden into structural or building material: 
hardened concrete, usually referred to only as concrete. The 
sequence of operations is as follows. The right amount of cement, 
aggregate, and water, maybe also from a mixture, is stacked and 
mixed in a concrete mixer. " 

Concrete is widely used in Indonesia, this is because concrete 
has special characteristics, the materials or materials are mostly 
local, mainly used as reinforced concrete, this is explained by [8] 
that "reinforced concrete materials are widely used in concrete 
construction boned in Indonesia. This material has many 
advantages over other building materials, including 1) Cheaper; 
2) Easy to form (related to architectural functions); 3) High fire 
resistance; 4) Having high strength; 5) Low maintenance costs; 6) 
The forming material is easily obtained ". 

The implementation of concrete casting must choose the right 
equipment in accordance with the scale of need, between small, 
medium and large scale, in order to produce concrete according 
to purpose, this is in accordance with the opinion [8]: must be 
truly chosen, in order to fulfill several objectives, namely: 
economy; avoid segregation; laying concrete before the concrete 
starts to become hard. The method of implementation and 

transportation can be carried out in several ways, namely by 
buggy, bucket, and crane, hoisting tower, cableway, gutters (cuts), 
belt conveyors, dump-trucks, concrete-pumps, and agitators-
trucks. Each has advantages and disadvantages in certain 
conditions must calculate its capacity " if small-scale casting using 
large-scale equipment is very inefficient and vice versa. The use of 
alternative mini-cranes resulting from innovation is a solution. 

Likewise according to [9] that: "At each use of equipment and 
equipment selection in project development, it should be 
considered, namely the location and condition of the project, the 
plan of the project building includes the time and cost as well as 
the working method of the equipment itself." by the condition of 
the location and condition of the magnitude of the project being 
worked on. 

Before the development of science, monumental artifacts or 
sites were built without having to think about how much money 
was used, and after civilization and the emergence of philosophies 
of science and science developed, then monumental and present 
artifacts or sites were called infrastructure, the development 
process must use or adhere to the principles economics and the 
most famous is called cost estimation or engineering estimation 
[1]. 

Phenomena that occur in the area or in small islands to build 
multi-story buildings that are done manually have difficulty 
getting construction workers, if there is a very expensive price 
because the community is busy with activities according to the 
work they already have. Using ready-mix concrete there is no 
company that provides, so the use of assembled mini-cranes can 
be an alternative. In manual concrete casting work using 
construction labor, the process of lifting the concrete mixture 
from the bottom up using a bucket is lifted continuously, will 
cause pain and can cause work accidents [10]. 

The approach that will be used to complete productivity and 
efficiency in mini-cranes, a equipment that will be used as a new 
method in concrete casting, is to use guidelines issued by the 
Indonesian government in this case issued by the Ministry of 
Public Works of the Republic of Indonesia namely with the name 
Price Analysis Guidelines Work Unit  [11]. This guide will be used 
as a reference. 

In a project activity, construction equipment is a major factor 
that is of particular concern in budgeting, any detail must be 
measured in designing the budget, whether it is rented or 
purchased, if rented, the use will be adjusted to the needs and if 
purchased, the project does not buy at full price except in a multi-
year project [12]. 

However the model of heavy equipment productivity can be 
solved using mathematical equations, but it must be seen its 
characteristics and usefulness, surely all will be controlled by 
humans or operators, so that sometimes its productivity can be in 
accordance with the speed and skill of the operator, but in this 
mathematical equation has been calculated, including natural 
factors, material factors and the condition of the equipment that 
is going to work or are working [12]. 

Net present value (NPV) is a method of calculating the net 
value at present and is calculated at a certain interest rate [13]. if 
NPV> 0, it means that the number of present value benefits is 
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greater than the number of present value costs, calculated at the 
same interest rate with the discount rate so that it is declared 
feasible. If NPV <0, it means that the costs incurred are greater 
than the benefits (benefits) so that they are declared not feasible. 
If NPV = 0, it means that it is in a state of break event which will 
return exactly the opportunity cost of. capital. The mathematical 
equation used: 

 
NPV = ∑ (C)t

(1+i)t -∑ Co)t
(1+i)t   n

t=0
n
t=0  ..................................................  (1) 

where, 
NPV = Net present value  
(C)t = Annual cash inflows  

(Co)t  = Annual cash outflows  
 n = Total number of periods 
 i  = Required return or discount rate  
 t  = Number of time periods 

 
The decision guideline is :   
If NPV = positive, the project proposal can beaccepted, the higher 

the NPV number the better. 
If NPV = negative, the project proposal was rejected. 
If NPV = 0 means neutral.  

The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is a return flow that 
produces an NPV of cash inflows = NPV of cash outflows. In the 
NPV method, the analysis is carried out by determining in advance 
the amount of the return (discount) (i), then calculating the 
present net value (PV) of the cash flow in and out. For the IRR, NPV 
= 0 is determined first, then find out how much the return 
(discount) is (i) so that the thing happens. The formula is as 
follows: 

 
∑ (C)t

(1+i)t - ∑ Co)t
(1+i)t

n
t=0

n
t=0  ...................................................................  (2) 

where,  
 (C)t  = Annual cash inflows 
(Co)t  = Annual cash outflows 
 i  = Required return or discount rate 
 n  = Total number of periods  

 
The decision guideline is :   
If IRR  > i (Discount Rate), the project is economically 

acceptable at the discount rate. 
If IRR < i (Discount Rate), the project is not economically 

acceptable at the discount rate. 
Another variation of Profitability index (PI) of the NPV 

criterion is Profitability Indes (PI), which shows the ability to 
bring profit per unit value of the investment. Defined as follows: 

IP= 
∑ (C)t

(1+i)2
n
t=0

∑ (C0)t
(1+i)t

n
t=0

 ...................................................................................  (3) 

where,  

 (C)t  = Annual cash inflows 
(Co)t  = Annual cash outflows 
 i  = Required return or discount rate  
 n  = Total number of periods 

The evaluation guideline for a single project using the PI is the 
same as for the BCR.  
 If PI   ≥  1.0, the project is economically acceptable at the 

discount rate.   
If P I <  1.0, the project is not economically acceptable at the 

discount rate.  
 
Remember, the computations for PI and  BCR are essentially the 
same, except the PI is usually applied without disbenefits 
estimated. The PI has another name: the present worth index 
(PWI).  It is often used to rank and assist in the selection of 
independent projects when the capital budget is limited. 

Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) is a practical way to estimate benefits 
where analysis and evaluation are needed and various 
perspectives relevant to the costs or benefits contributed. It is said 
that it is feasible if the ratio between the benefits to the costs 
required is greater than one [14]. With the mathematical equation 
the cost-benefit ratio is normally stated as follows: 

 
BCR =  𝐵𝐵−𝐷𝐷

𝐶𝐶
 ................................................................................. (4) 

where, 
B = Benefit 
D = Disbenefit  
C = Cost  

 
The decision guideline is :   
If BCR  ≥ 1.0,  accept the project as economically justifi ed for the 

estimates and discount rate applied.  
 If BCR < 1.0, the project is not economically acceptable.   

3 RESEARCH METHODS 
Conduct an analysis of the financial feasibility of the mini-cranes 
from the design and assemblies of researchers to test the 
feasibility value, so that it can be used by the community. 
As a case study, the location is a Wangiwangi island in Wakatobi 
Regency, on the small island located in the capital of Wakatobi 
Regency in figure 1. 

In this financial feasibility analysis, it was described that there 
were 2 types of concrete lifting equipment and materials in the 
process of building construction, mini-cranes which were 
designed and assembled by researchers and concrete-pump 
trucks, which of these two types were more feasible to use. 
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4 RESULTS 
In the analysis of the financial feasibility of concrete casting work 
that will choose two types of equipment between the mini-crane 
and concrete-pump, which of the two devices is more feasible to 

be sent to Wangiwangi island, Wakatobi Regency, hereby will be 
described in detail, as follows: 

4.1. Rent Equipment Analysis 
The intended mini-cranes are the result of design and assembly 
by the researchers themselves, with the following description: 

 

 
Fig.1.  Research Map 

 

TABLE 1 
EQUIPMENT RENT ANALYSIS 
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Based on the calculation results in table 1, it can be seen that 
the value of rental of Mini-crane equipment is IDR 
124,290.72/hours and Concrete-pump is IDR 611,008.05/ hours. 

4.2. Time schedule and Value of Investment 
Equipment time schedule in 1 year for 4 years and income value 
are as follows: 

 
In table 2, column 1 is the current investment year, column 2 

is the working hours of the equipment in a day, planned for 8 
hours per day, column 3 is the number of equipment work days in 
a planned 22 working days per month, column 5 is the hourly 
equipment rental value work, the value obtained is based on 
analysis for IDR124,291.00 mini-cranes and IDR611,008.05 
concrete-pump while in column 6 is the equipment rental value in 
a year obtained by multiplying columns 2 x 3 x 4 x 5, then obtained 
for mini-cranes IDR 262,502,010.00 per year and for the concrete-
pump IDR1,290,448,997.00 per year. 

Investment value only occurs in the first year, with the 
following description: In column 1 is only the first year of 
investment, column 2 is the purchase value of the equipment 
because it is investment capital, column 3 is the cost of mobilizing 
equipments planned from Kendari to Wangiwangi Island, 
Wakatobi Regency, in column 4 is the total number of 
multiplication results from column 2 and column 3. Then the 
value will be used to calculate NPV, BCR, PI, and IRR. 

4.3. Financial Feasibility Analysis by Hand or Manual 

 
Based on Figure 2, the analysis shows financial feasibility by hand 
or manual using a manual formula even though it uses the help of 
Spreadsheets. Starting from discount factor 
=1/(1+$D$4/100)^A4, Present value =B4*E4,NPV(+) 

=SUM(F5:F8), ∑NPV =SUM(F4:F8), PI =F9/-F4, BCR =F9/-F4 and 
for IRR must be analyzed using trail and error. 

IRR analysis by hand or manual must use a trial and error 
method with the following description: 

 

TABLE 2 
TIME SCHEDULE AND VALUE OF INVESTMENT 

 

 
Fig. 2  Screenshot NPV by Hand or Manual with the help of Spreadsheets 
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In Figure 3 Zero Factor> ZF= (1+TE)-n and Trial and Error (TE) 

= 2.15 and 0.88850, at this trail position NPV is still 
IDR10,853,871.58 and IDR311,259,257.03. 

Next try again in the following step 2nd: 

 
In figure 4 Trial and Error (TE) = 2.875 and 1,250 NPV is not 

equal to 0.  
Next try again in the following step 3rd: 

 
In Figure 5 Trial and Error (TE) = 2.367832151 and 

1.2765808214205 and in step 3 this value of NPV = 0,000, then 
this step can be recommended to be stopped because it has 
reached the desired value, so we see how much the trial error (TE) 
and it turns out the values are 2.367832151 and 
1.2765808214205, this means the IRR value is 236.7832151% 

and 127.65808% or simplified to 236.78%. And 
127.66%.Financial  

 

4.4. Feasibility Analysis by Spreadsheet 

 
Figure. 3.   Screenshot IRR Step 1st by Hand or Manual with the help of Spreadsheets 

 

 
Fig. 4. Screenshot IRR Step2nd by Hand or Manual with the help of Spreadsheets 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Screenshot IRR Step 3rd by Hand or Manual with the help of Spreadsheets 
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In addition to analysis by hand or manual, to give an idea that 
doing analysis using spreadsheets can also be done and the results 
are relatively the same and faster, practical and easy. 

It will be described as follows: 

 
In figure 6, to determine the PV for each year in cell E5 to E9 is 

formulatext =PV($D $5/100,A5,,-B5) this formula is copied from 
cells E5 to E9, 

NPV (+) in cell C32 is formulatext =SUM(E6:E9) only PV is 
positive, ∑ NPV in cell E16 is formulatext =SUM(E5:E9), this sums 

all PVs both positive PV and negative PV. IRR =IRR(E5:E9), PI 
=NPV(D5,B6,B7,B8,B9)/-B5 and for BCR =E10/-E5. 

To determine the crossover and it turns out that it is the same 
as the IRR taken from the difference from the cash flow of the two 
devices, the value of the crossover or IRR is obtained at 110.461%. 
From the Spreadsheet view for crossover or IRR =IRR(G5: G9). 

 
To determine or make an NPV Profile, what must be made before 
is to make the NPV Chart Spreadsheet as shown in Figure 7, each 
according to the Rate value from 0% to 120% NPV 
=NPV(H3,$B$28:$B$31)+$B$27. 

Based on Figure 7 is the data that will be used to make the NPV 
Profile chart as shown in Figure 8. 

 
Based on figure 8, this illustrates the condition of the NPV display 
in graphical form. Where the NPV line of mini-cranes and the NPV 
concrete-pump line intersects at the value of 110,461%, this is the 

point called the IRR, where the capital return flow occurs at this 
point. 

5 DISCUSSION 
5.1 Types and Specifications of mini cranes 

These mini-crane use the principles of appropriate technology, all 
materials or materials used to make them are taken from scrap 
metal waste, that is the difference with those offered on the 
market, can be made and repaired by young people or people in 

 
Fig. 6. Screenshot NPV ∑NPV IRR PI BCR by Spreadsheet 

 

 
Fig. 7. Screenshot NPV Chart by Spreadsheet 

 

 
Fig. 8.  NPV Profile Chart 
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remote cities or remote islands, because the main engine uses 
waste motorbike or car engines. Mini cranes can be developed by 
the community with the benefits of this financial feasibility 
analysis. 

 
 

 
In figure 9 a concrete-pump is used to pump concrete up to floors 
1, 2, 3 and so on. This equipment is only for pumping concrete 
mixes and cannot be used to lift other materials. 
While in figure 10 a mini-crane produced by a researcher besides 
being able to lift another excess concrete mixture can lift all the 
material needed for construction. For mobilization to Wangiwangi 
Island, Wakatobi Regency is cheaper than using concrete-pump. 
 

 
 

 
The principle of appropriate technology in modern times like 
today is still very relevant and very desirable because it is simpler 
and cheaper and does not require high technology and spare parts 
do not depend on imported products. 

5.2 Summary of Financial Feasibility Values 
Based on the results of the analysis of the financial feasibility of 
concrete casting using mini-cranes and concrete-pumps on the 
coast and small islands, which are more feasible to use and 
mobilize. More information will be explained in table 3, the 
following:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Based on table 3 there are similarities and differences between 
financial feasibility calculated using hand or manual and using 
spreadsheets, namely at NPV and ∑NPV both the hand or manual 
and spreadsheet of the two equipments are relatively the same 
there is no difference, for IRR there are differences but not 

significant, for PI there is a very significant difference, for the same 
BCR there is no difference and the crossover BCR is also relatively 
the same with no difference. Whereas IRR Crossover only occurs 
on Spreadsheets and does not occur by hand or manually. 

 
Fig. 9.  Concrete-Pump Hose 

 

 
Fig. 10.  Concrete-Pump Truck 

 

 

Fig. 11.  Mini-crane 
 

Fig. 12.  Motorcycle engine waste 
 

TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY VALUES 
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Based on table 3, in terms of financial feasibility, the NPV and  
∑NPV of the two types of equipments and the two types of 
calculation methods are very feasible because all values are> 0, so 
it is recommended that it is very feasible. The IRR of the two types 
of equipments and the two types of calculation methods are very 
feasible because all values are> 1, thus it is recommended that it 
is very feasible. PI of both types of equipment and the two types 
of calculation methods are very feasible because all values> 1, 
thus recommended are very feasible. The BCR of the two types of 
equipments and the two types of calculation methods are very 
feasible because all values> 1, thus recommended are very 
feasible. 

 

 

 

 
Selected and recommended which equipment will be sent to 
Wangiwangi Island, Wakatobi Regency, the recommended mini-
cranes are as shown in table 3. In the analysis and mathematical 
studies, the value is very feasible and in terms of non-
mathematical or non-feasibility analysis, mini-cranes besides 
lifting mixtures concrete can also lift other materials such as 
reinforcing steel, concrete fromwork wood, bricks, and other 
materials, in detail . 

4.5. Research limitations and suggestions for further 
research  

Further research suggestions and creative ideas: 
a) Design of mini-cranes using 3 phase electricity compared to 1 

phase (Manual and full hydraulic). 
b) Design of mini-cranes based on Arduino Uno servo motors 

(Robotic, Remote control and Automation or without 
operators). 

c) Design of mini-cranes using a 7 HP diesel engine (Manual and 
full hydraulic). 

d) Design of a mini crane using a steam engine made from 
coconut shell fuel. 

e) Design of mini-cranes using solar cell. 

 
Fig. 12.  NPV & ∑NPV Histogram 

 
Fig. 13.  IRR Histogram 

 
Fig. 15.  PI Histogram 

 
Fig. 15.  BCR Histogram 
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f) Design of mini-cranes using a portable Honda engine (starter 
coil or pull) compared to a motorcycle engine waste. 

g) Design of mini-cranes using 200cc engines of Honda Tiger 
motorcycle waste. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusion that based on the results obtained is as follows: 
The results of a concrete financial feasibility analysis of the use of 
concrete casting equipments in coastal and remote islands or in 
this case Wangiwangi Island, Wakatobi Regency, are advised to 
use mini-cranes, the reason is supported by a mathematical 
financial feasibility analysis and the most important is supported 
by non-mathematical analysis, namely mini-cranes besides being 
able to lift concrete mixes, they can also lift other materials in the 
construction of a project while the concrete-pump cannot be used 
to lift other materials. 

There are two ways to solve the case of a financial feasibility 
analysis, namely the first in a classic or by hand or manual way, 
this method takes a long time and still uses trial and error, and the 
second is the Spreadsheet method, this method is very easy, fast 
and no longer using trial and error methods. 

Based on the results of the financial feasibility analysis, for 
concrete casting in coastal areas and small islands the use of mini-
cranes is highly recommended, especially equipment that is based 
on appropriate technology, this is because spare parts and human 
resources for operators and technicians are sufficiently available 
and able to handle it, this type of equipment is still very much 
needed for infrastructure development in remote areas, coastal 
areas and small islands using concrete-pumps and modern 
equipment are not recommended and are not feasible, except for 
special and large-scale projects. 
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